Premium Service
This service includes 3 premium mechanical inspections anywhere within a radius of 5km from
our garage and 2 regular inspections in our garage (this depends on if the seller agrees to come
to our garage).
Every additional premium inspection or an inspection outside of the 5kms radius would cost
25,000CLP and every additional regular inspection costs 15,000CLP. Normally additional
inspections are not necessary.
All the repairs and maintenance costs and estimates we may give you during the inspection
report are rough estimations and might differ from the actual costs later on.
We will call up to 5 car ads per day in order to arrange a visit or inspection.
It is possible to obtain the RUT number (tax number we sponsor) before your arrival.
Selling your car: Suzi Customers receive priority and lower commission rates. The sale price is
calculated by a 10% value reduction for anything between 0kms and 15,000kms and an
additional 1% reduction for every 1000kms above 15,000kms.
Discounts included: 5% discount on our store products.
(campervan workshop)

5% discount on construction quotes

Borders: We do our best to ensure our customers will have the right documents and
requirements, as well as a border list for more “easy going” borders, however our control is
limited and border officers might decide to not let you cross.

Full Service
This service includes 2 regular inspections in our garage (this depends on if the seller agrees to
come to our garage).
Every additional premium inspection or an inspection outside of the 5kms radius would cost
25,000CLP and every additional regular inspection costs 15,000CLP. Normally additional
inspections are not necessary.
All the repairs and maintenance costs and estimates we may give you during the inspection
report are rough estimations and might differ from the actual costs later on.

We will call up to 5 car ads per day in order to arrange a visit or inspection.
Selling your car: Suzi Customers receive priority and lower commission rates. The sale price is
calculated by a 10% value reduction for anything between 0kms and 15,000kms and an
additional 1% reduction for every 1000kms above 15,000kms.
Discounts included: 5% discount on our store products.
(campervan workshop)

5% discount on construction quotes

Borders: We do our best to ensure our customers will have the right documents and
requirements, as well as a border list for more “easy going” borders, however our control is
limited and border officers might decide to not let you cross.

Remote Services

Any remote service we may offer such as RUT and title transfers also depends on the
cooperation of the specific Chilean embassy you may go to.

